1. NO TIE BAR PERMITTED FROM CARD EDGE
   TO LEADING EDGE
   OF PAD FOR PIN A1 AND PIN "L".
2. CHAMFER EDGES MUST BE FREE OF CUTTING BURRS.
3. TOLERANCE ± 0.13
4. CONTACT AFCl ENGINEERING FOR SI REPORT
PRODUCT NUMBER CODE

10144667- □ □ □ □ CLF

HOUSING COLOR

1: BLACK

CONTACT AREA PLATING

1: 30μ" Cu
2: 15μ" Cu

PACKAGING OPTIONS

A: HARD TRAY (DIM: 373 x 136 x 19) WITH KAPTON TAPE (164 POS)
B: HARD TRAY (DIM: 373 x 136 x 19) (164 POS)
C: SOFT TRAY (DIM: 317.5 x 235 x 18) WITH PICK UP CAP (36 & 64 POS)
T: SOFT TRAY (DIM: 317.5 x 235 x 18) WITH KAPTON TAPE (36 & 64 POS)
X: HARD TRAY (DIM: 330 x 235 x 19.3) WITH PICK UP CAP (98 & 164 POS)
Y: HARD TRAY (DIM: 330 x 235 x 19.3 WITH KAPTON TAPE (98 & 164 POS)
Z: HARD TRAY (DIM: 330 x 235 x 19.3 WITH KAPTON TAPE, 86MM (164 POS)

NO. OF POSITION

0: 36 POSITIONS
1: 64 POSITIONS
2: 98 POSITIONS
3: 164 POSITIONS

NOTES:

1. MATERIAL:
   HOUSING: HIGH PERFORMANCE RESINS, GLASS FILLED, UL94V-0
   CONTACT: COPPER ALLOY
   HOLDDOWN CLIPS: COPPER ALLOY

2. PLATING:
   CONTACT: UNDERPLATE: 50μ" NICKEL OVER ALL
   SOLDER AREA: 100μ" TIN (LEAD FREE)
   MATING AREA: SEE PRODUCT NUMBER CODE
   HOLDDOWN CLIP: 100μ" TIN OVER 50μ" NICKEL

3. PRODUCT SPECIFICATION: GS-12-1406

4. PRODUCT MEETS EUROPEAN UNION DIRECTIVES AND
   OTHER COUNTRY REGULATIONS AS DESCRIBED IN GS-22-008

5. DATE CODE "MMDDYY". MMDDYY IS ASSEMBLY DATE.
   "L" IS AFFI PRODUCTION SITE

6. THIS HOUSING WILL WITHSTAND EXPOSURE TO 260°
   PEAK TEMPERATURE FOR 10 SECONDS IN A CONVECTION,
   INFRA-RED OR VAPOR PHASE REFLOW OVEN.
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